
 

 

 
Fabege is a property company focusing on city district development and commercial properties. We develop attractive and 
sustainable districts with modern offices, housing and a broad range of services – together with strategic partners. Both 
our perspective and approach to ownership are long term and our passion is creating the right conditions for all those 
living, working and visiting our areas. We have a presence in a limited number of high-growth submarkets in the 
Stockholm region. Fabege’s shares are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm, in the Large Cap segment. For further information, 
visit www.fabege.se 
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AEG to manage Friends Arena 
 
As of May 2, 2017, AEG will be the new operator at Friends Arena in Solna, just outside 

Stockholm city centre. Arenabolaget and AEG have a joint ambition to position Stockholm 

as an events region and compete for attractive events with other cities in Europe. The 

leasing agreement between AEG and Arenabolaget, a company owned by the Swedish 

Football Association and Fabege, runs for 10 years. 

 

The Stockholm region has two of the world’s most modern arenas within a radius of a few 

kilometres, which provides unique opportunities to organise very large events. AEG, which is 

now taking over the management of Friends Arena, also operates the arenas Ericsson Globe, 

Tele2 Arena, Hovet and Annexet in Stockholm, and is the operator of a total of 120 arenas 

globally.  

 

- “We are proud to have been asked and entrusted to manage the operations of Sweden’s 

largest venue and home of the Swedish national football team and AIK in Allsvenskan. In 

combination with the other venues we operate in Stockholm, we’ll now have an even 

greater opportunity to market Stockholm as a fantastic city for events,” says Marie 

Lindqvist, CEO of Stockholm Live and AEG Sweden. 

 

By intensifying cooperation between Friends Arena, Tele2 Arena, Ericsson Globe, Hovet and 

Annexet, there is good potential to make Stockholm’s offering as an event city more distinct in 

the international market. 

 

- “In AEG, with its extensive international network and experience, we’ve found a partner 

with an excellent reputation with whom we can continue to develop the events experience 

at Friends Arena while positioning the Stockholm region internationally,” comments 

Klaus Hansen Vikström, Board member at Arenabolaget i Solna. 
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For further information, please contact:  

Klaus Hansen Vikström, Vice President and Director of Business Development at Fabege, and Board 

member at Arenabolaget i Solna, tel. +46 (0)8-555 148 00 

Daniel Stålbo, Head of Communication Stockholm Live and AEG Sweden, tel. +46 (0)8-600 93 52 

http://www.fabege.se/

